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ABSTRACT:

Chart recorders are needed both for producing a permanent record for post-mission
analysis and for providing real-time information during a test. Immediate feedback is
important when test conditions may require mid-course warnings or corrections. In the
traditional galvanometer based chart recorder, the operator can look directly at the
pens moving on the paper and quickly judge speed and amplitude. When using a
thermal array recorder, there is a small delay between the time of printing and the time
when the trace is visible. This is due to the construction of the thermal array itself.
Individual printing elements are deposited on a ceramic substrate which eliminates all
motion from the printing process and physically blocks the operator’s view of the
printhead so that for a short time there are no visual clues as to the exact waveform
position.

At higher chart speed this gap only represents milliseconds of elapsed time, well
below human reaction time, and therefore of no real importance. At trending speeds,
however, the delay could be half a second or even more and could be a problem in
some situations. The first solution offered by manufacturers of thermal array recorders
was a row of LED’s that stretched across the recorder directly over the printheads and
reflected printing activity in real-time and indicated the actual position of the
individual waveform traces. This was found to be a satisfactory solution by most
telemetrists who wanted to change to the new technology in order to take advantage of
the thermal array recorder’s higher frequency response and flexible formats.

While the LED array satisfies basic real-time response requirements, there are many
other applications for auxiliary displays which include variable chart labeling and
graphic display of waveforms.



OBJECTIVE

To examine display alternatives which are available now or will be in the near future
including CRT (Cathode Ray Tube), LCD (Liquid Crystal Display), EL
(Electroluminescent), EF (Electroflourescent) and Plasma Technologies which cover a
variety of sizes, costs, and capabilities.

CURRENT DISPLAY APPLICATIONS

Graphics displays, both CRT and flat panel, are used in many industrial and scientific
fields. Of course, telemetrists are familiar with the large, high resolution CRT’s that
are normally found in quick-look and control centers but there are other uses and
technologies which could be of interest in the future.

In the industrial and manufacturing areas, displays are used in three basic ways; for
information exchange, in product design, and in-process monitoring. Information
exchange is mostly alphanumeric and is generally used for material lists, schedules,
accounting and related business functions. Because graphics are not used, except
maybe for bar graphs, low resolution monochrome monitors are normal - the least
expensive of all displays. Product design applications, both electronic and mechanical,
run on large, high resolution color monitors which allow the designer to look at
complex detail. Unlike the telemetry user, the product designer is interested in a static
display - the designer needs the ability to focus on minute detail that would be blurred
by motion. Computer aided design (CAD) demonstrations often feature real-time
animation but this is really presentation graphics and is not used or needed in the
actual design process.

Process control applications use graphics displays in conjunction with chart recorders
or, sometimes, tape recorders for permanent record storage. Typicaly, process
monitoring displays are of medium size and resolution to reduce cost without losing
the ability to handle waveforms. The signal sources are usually from a variety of
transducers that monitor temperature, vibration , and strain in manufacturing
machinery. In many ways this is a similar application to aerospace telemetry except
that everything is much, much slower. Instead of monitoring tests that take minutes,
these systems are tailored for continuous, around the clock operation. In addition, the
display is also often the control device for a local computer on the shop floor. Touch
screens and special oversized sealed keyboards are often used to make operation
easier under adverse conditions.

Medical monitoring was the first large volume use for CRT displays and the medical
profession now uses graphics displays in a wide variety of applications. In the clinical



environment, which includes operating rooms, the displays are used by several
different doctors and technicians simultaneously. The monitor usually displays heart
rate, respiration rate, blood pressure and ECG. The actual operating staff glance at the
monitor occasionally from across the room for a quick reference while a medical
technician and perhaps an anesthesiologist study the display constantly. A strip chart
recorder is run in parallel but it’s mainly for documentation, the display is the primary
real-time reference. For emergency medical applications like defibrillators and
portable ECG monitors, it’s the other way around; size and weight restrictions limit
the usefullness of a display. They are usually very small and low resolution so that
doctors or technicians rely more on the strip chart recorder - some manufacturers omit
the display altogether. Recent developments in flat panel displays have led to a
renewed interest in portable monitors and will probably have a direct effect on future
designs.

DATA PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES

There are four main ways to display data; static, wipe-bar, scroll, and waterfall. In a
static display the image is fixed for noticable periods of time, usually at least several
seconds and often much longer. This is useful for detailed images that require very
close inspection or for applications where a strip chart recording is not available for
reference and the waveform must be frozen for interpretation.

A closely related variant is the “snap-shot” presentation in which a series of static
images are shown a few seconds apart. This technique is useful for reviewing the
contents of data buffers and is within the speed capabilities of the relatively slow LCD
technology.

The wipe-bar presentation is most often found in medical instrumentation. It is a real
time waveform display that draws an analog waveform across the screen, usually from
left to right. Once a point on the screen is marked, it remains static until the new data
point moves all the way to the right and re-starts at the left. The process is then
repeated with the new data, over-writing the data from the previous screen. The name
“wipe bar” comes from the fact that there is a small blank gap just ahead of the new
data point and when the display is viewed at a normal distance, especially when
several channels are being recorded, there appears to be a vertical bar traveling across
the screen. A related mode is known as the “bouncing ball” presentation. This is found
on older technology CRT’s with very persistent phosphor coatings. It’s basically a
wipe bar but the phosphor at the new data point glowed brightly so that when looking
at an ECG, there seemed to be a ball bouncing across the screen leaving a faint comet-
like trail behind it.



The scroll presentation is the most widely used in non-medical applications. The scroll
is also real time but the entire screen shifts constantly from right to left. The effect is
that of viewing chart paper moving under a window. At high scroll speeds it is hard to
follow the traces exactly but it does give a very good picture of overall activity and it
does reproduce the printed record very closely. One disadvantage is that the entire
screen must be updated every cycle, usually 60 times per second, but with processor
and memory costs constantly coming down, that’s no longer a major consideration.

The waterfall presentation is basically the same as the scroll but from top to bottom. It
is not as popular as the right to left scroll because as the display conventions
developed, the right to left scroll seemed to present a more graph-like presentation
with positive signals going up and time moving from left to right. The waterfall
presentation, however, is much closer to the format actually used by most telemetrists
today and should probably be used more often than it is.

DISPLAY RESOLUTION

The display resolution is a major factor in determining the usefulness of the data
presentation for any given application. Naturally, the more closely a display needs to
be examined, the more resolution is required. As a basis for comparison, let’s consider
the standard eight channel, 40mm strip chart format to be the reference point.

When speaking of thermal printhead resolution, it is common to refer to the number or
dots or picture elements (pixels) per mm because the printing width per channel is
relatively stable from recorder to recorder. Displays, however vary widely in size so it
is more useful to consider the number of elements per channel as the measure of
resolution.

In the thermal array recorder, there are from 300 to 500 elements per channel
depending on whether 8 dot per mm or 12 dot per mm printheads are used. The normal
LED array on the same recorder would typically have only 16 to 20 elements per
channel. While this might seem surprisingly low resolution, in fact, the number of
elements is perfectly adequate for its intended use which is to indicate waveform
activity and to locate the approximate trace location in relationship to the chart paper.
Remotely mounted auxillary displays used for monitoring must provide enough
resolution to identify waveforms separately from the context of the printed chart but
need not provide all the resolution of the chart itself. The chart is a permanent record
which can be minutely examined for precise measurements while the display is
constantly moving and changing. The display screen should, however, provide enough
resolution so that the shape of the waveform can be seen clearly and the size of the
waveform at least closely estimated.



The most common CRT format is the 640 by 480 element format popularized by the
personal computer market. This format is usually referred to as “VGA” resolution.
The 640 figure is the number of horizontal elements available. In the eight channel
example, there would be 80 elements per channel which, while much more coarse than
a printhead still allows changes of a little over one percent of full scale to be seen.
This would be a very reasonable resolution for auxillary display purposes. For users
who need to display 16 channels or more, however, 640 elements may not be enough
to provide much more than an indication of waveform activity. In such a case, 1024 by
768 element CRT’s are available at higher cost. These high resolution displays were
developed for computer aided design applications but are more and more found in
general purpose high resolution graphics uses. A 16 channel format with 1024
elements gives about 60 elements per channel, still allowing changes of less than two
percent of full scale to be seen.

ALTERNATE DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY

The most popular kind of display today is the CRT and that is what has been described
in the preceeding examples. There are many reasons for this popularity; it is a mature
technology, it is available in a wide range of sizes and resolutions, it has very complex
color capabilities, it has a high contrast, bright image and it is relatively inexpensive.
It does have some drawbacks however; it uses more power than other technologies
and, probably most important, it requires considerably more volume for a given
display area than other technologies. Alternate technology devices are all of the so
called “Flat Panel” construction. In this case, “Flat” means that the thickness of the
display or, in other words, the depth behind the display screen is much less than the
width of the display. In practice, Flat Panel displays are less than an inch thick,
sometimes much less, regardless of width. Contrast that with a standard CRT which is
usually as deep as it is wide.

Liquid Crystal Displays (LCD) are very popular for small alphanumeric applications
but only lately have been used in high resolution graphics. LCD’s have the advantage
of very low power consumption and small size and weight for the display size. This
gives LCD’s a distinct edge in portable applications. Unfortunately, they also have
disadvantages; the display image contrast is lower than a CRT’s, they are very
expensive in larger sizes, and they have relatively slow data update rates. The last
problem is the most important to real-time waveform monitors since a slow update
rate results in noticable “flicker” which is distracting to the observer.

Electroluminescent (EL) displays solve the update problem since they are just as fast
as a CRT and, of course, much smaller. Compared to CRT’s, EL displays have two
disadvantages; they are currently available in monochrome only and they are very



expensive in large sizes, that is, over 25 cm wide or over 640 elements wide. They
may be a good choice where small size is important but probably won’t be a factor in
the telemetry field until refinements in their manufacturing process allow reasonable
cost, large, high resolution displays, especially in color.

Gas Plasma displays have mostly the same strenghts and weaknesses as CRT’s. In
fact, the biggest difference the average user will see between Plasma and EL will be
the color - red as opposed to yellow.

Electroflourescent displays (EF) have very high contrast and are fast but have one
very important practical drawback; they are not commercially available in large, high
resolution sizes so that their use is currently limited in graphics applications. Their
brightness and contrast however, make them very good choices for front panel control
applications.

Conclusion

There are several competing display technologies, each of which satisfies at least one
industry group. For the telemetrist, however, for whom size, weight and power
consumption are usually secondary concerns, only CRT technology offers the
auxillary display capabilities of high speed, high resolution, large format, high
contrast, color and moderate cost.


